Nature-Based Offsets 

Baselines & Additionality Explained

What is a project’s “baseline” and how is it determined?
A baseline refers to how the land could be lucratively managed if the

create a climate benefit on the land by a change in how the land is
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to be managed in the future. A property cannot be approved for
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carbon if there is pre-existing legal protection, or if aggressive harvests

incentive for change

carbon project were not happening. There must be an opportunity to

or development are not an economic possibility and likely to occur.
The same approach occurs at a granular level within a property: areas
determined to be too difficult to access or too far away from harvest
infrastructure are not counted towards a property’s credits.
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Since the beginning, we have
helped more landowners see
the economic benefits of
conservation.

Higher carbon

prices have made the
If minimal harvesting has been going on for some
time, why is it reasonable to assume that more
aggressive harvesting would occur in the future?
Long periods of little to no harvesting are often a run-up to a
major harvesting event since timber value increases over time

economic benefits of
conservation more
comparable to revenue from
traditional harvest plans.

as the trees grow and the financial pressure to harvest mounts.
Therefore, past behavior is rarely an indicator of future
behavior when it comes to harvesting.

If a landowner already intends to conserve a forest,
can that property still be eligible for carbon credits?
Yes. Landowner intent by itself does not guarantee lasting protection, carbon projects do. 5% of
U.S. timberland changes hands every year for investment, development, and wood product
purposes. Many properties that were once managed for conservation have become highly
valuable sources of timber and have been sold for aggressive harvesting. Conservation-minded
owners are no exception to this reality. Economic, ownership, and legal factors often hinder or
change conservation outcomes. Carbon projects provide a pathway to solidify conservation
intent or stabilize harvest levels that balance ecosystem and economic benefits through
lasting, enforceable protection that persists through market and ownership changes. The revenue
can also provide for additional conservation improvements and expansion.
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What about carbon projects on publicly owned land?
We are honored to be a part of bringing forest carbon projects to local, county, and state
governments because this is a tremendous opportunity for local communities as much
as it is an opportunity for our climate. Publicly owned land makes up around 40% of the
forest acreage in the United States.  

This is the first time that meaningful revenue for conservation practices is going to
groups that have been highly dependent on harvest revenue for their local
economies. As with any other forest carbon project, carbon credits can only be produced
on these lands if and only if forest management commitments make a measurable change
in climate benefits.

If there is no change to a public forest Management Plan,

how can a carbon project be considered additional?

Approved Management Plans for public lands include a huge range of possible outcomes
for varying harvest levels and ultimately for the planet. A carbon project rewards
outcomes for real behavior change and can do so within the broadly written Management
Plans. In other words, a Management Plan doesn’t have to change in order for there
to be a change in management.

Is the price of carbon high enough to incentivize real change?
Carbon revenue has become an important incentive for change. Since the beginning, we
have helped more landowners see the economic benefits of conservation. Higher carbon prices
have made the economic benefits of conservation more comparable to revenue from
traditional harvest plans. For example, a common average price of pulpwood in the U.S. is $25/
cord. A similar cord should amount to roughly 3 carbon credits, and with a current market
price of $15, the value of that cord is worth $45 if left standing. Carbon revenue has the
power to conserve!  

More landowners are considering changing their management practices as a result. This is
what the market was set up to do: incentivize changes from common practices to achieve
real, additional benefits for our climate. Prices are not yet high enough to change aggressive
logging practices everywhere, but they have reached levels that are motivating many forest
owners to integrate carbon into their management strategies.
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